Helping Protect Your
People and Assets
Our complete security solutions provide clear image quality,
advanced artificial intelligence video analytics, and intuitive
video management software to help you improve loss
prevention and operational efficiencies.

Powerful Search
Avigilon Appearance Search™ technology uses artificial
intelligence (AI) to sort through hours of video with ease to
quickly locate a specific person or vehicle across an entire site
in near real-time, helping to improve theft prevention, identify
false liability claims, and reduce shrinkage.

Discreet Security
Low-profile camera design and high-megapixel imaging helps
you detect incidents clearly and inconspicuously without
taking away from your customers’ shopping experience.

Cloud-Based System
The Avigilon Blue™ security and surveillance cloud service
platform provides remote monitoring and cloud storage
capabilities as well as event alerts through the Avigilon Blue
mobile app, whether you’re at the store or on the go.

Avigilon Solutions for Retail
Avigilon Appearance Search Technology
A sophisticated AI search engine that helps
you quickly identify a specific person or vehicle
and track their route throughout a site in
real-time or during investigations.
Avigilon Blue Cloud Service Platform
Allows you to record video on-site and store
it in the cloud, with remote management
capabilities and event alerts that you can
view directly on your mobile device.
H4 Mini Dome Camera Line
Offers discreet security with exceptional image
detail available in 1–3 MP resolutions.
H4 Fisheye Camera Line
Provides 360° panoramic views with no blind
spots in 6 and 12 MP resolutions.
HD Video Appliances
Provides a network switch, workstation, server
and storage, all integrated into a single cost
effective, easy-to-install security solution.
H.264 Analog Video Encoders
Convert standard analog video feeds into
digital streams—a cost-effective way to include
legacy cameras in a network-based IP-system.

Easy Video Management Setup
Avigilon cameras deliver quick integration with our Avigilon
Control Center (ACC) video management software to help
significantly reduce installation time and total cost of ownership.

Avigilon, a Motorola Solutions company, designs, develops,
and manufactures video analytics, network video management
software and hardware, surveillance cameras, and access
control solutions.

Efficient Bandwidth Management

• 24/7 technical support by phone or online chat
• Complimentary software training

Avigilon High Definition Stream Management (HDSM)™ and
HDSM SmartCodec™ technologies reduce bandwidth and
storage needs while maintaining image quality.

For more information, asksales@avigilon.com
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